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Abstract—Absorption spectroscopy is a very important tool
in chemistry which predicts which part of the electromagnetic
radiation is absorbed by a molecule, giving a unique signature for
each molecule. All photo-responsive biological phenomena (i.e.,
photosynthesis, photocatalysis, UV absorption of DNA leading to
skin cancer, and fluorescence in biological systems) are initiated
by absorption of light, so many recent efforts have been shifted
towards accurately modeling the spectra of molecules, where the
collective vibrational effects have been identified to significantly
affect the spectra shape in electronic spectroscopy. With the
growing promise of deep learning in predicting properties in
photo-excited molecules, this research explores the feasibility
of applying the SchNet deep learning model to predict excited
states properties of a molecule with added complexity outside
the popular QM9 and MD17 datasets. We have found the
graph convolutional structure of SchNet to account for the
molecular dynamics requirements and reproduce the spectra with
significantly less time and computational resources.

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep learning has been successfully used to address cluster-
ing, classification, and detection tasks in the domain of com-
puter vision, natural language processing, and even computer
hardware. Some recent research has geared the focus towards
applications of deep learning algorithms in the chemistry and
other natural sciences space, especially for molecules where
graph neural networks in [14], [28] have been tested against
the MoleculeNet benchmark dataset [27]. In our work, we
chose indole C8H7N due to its use in the n-Cyanoindole
fluorescent probes in spectroscopy, and picked SchNet as our
model due to its good benchmarking results on QM9 and
MD17, as well as its established documentation. QM9 is a
dataset of 131k small organic molecules with up to nine heavy
atoms and MD17 is a collection of eight molecular dynamics
simulations for small organic molecules. SchNet uses graph
convolutional neural networks (GCNN) that maps a molecule
into an atom embedding space dependent on the atom types,
then models atomic interactions with continuous-filter convo-
lutional (cfconv) layers produced from filter-generating sub-
networks, and training subsequently is performed by reducing
the neural network loss function. In our work, the original
loss function of SchNet is extended with appropriate trade-
offs to cover the loss terms for the excited state energies
and dipole moments. The absorption spectra generated by
SchNet are compared with ones produced by Quantum Me-
chanics/classical Molecular Dynamics (QM/MD) simulations
to confirm our model’s predictive capability.

To produce the absorption spectra, the energies and oscilla-
tor strengths are needed. Under resonance condition, i.e., the
energy of the photons of the incident light equals to the energy
gap between two electronic states, single- or multiphoton
excitations can take place to one or more excited states if
an oscillating dipole is induced. The oscillator strength, fij
between electronic states i and j, can be calculated from
the transition dipole moment, µij , of the respective electronic
states as well as the energy difference, ∆Eij :

fij =
2

3
∆Eij |µij |2 (1)

II. DEEP LEARNING BACKGROUND

An overview of recent research in deep learning for
quantum-mechanical molecular modeling and simulations was
drawn out by [24] and [29]. For deep learning architectures
used in molecular dynamics, some of the key requirements
includes:
• Rotational invariance: the changes in positions of the

system’s particles in the absence of external field(s)
should not impact the model’s predictive ability [29].

• Symmetry: all relevant rigid space group symmetries
and dynamic non-rigid symmetries should be incorpo-
rated [3] [4] [6].

Aside from the requirements above, some models also
require the differential relationships of response properties [7].
For models that work with potential energy surfaces (PES),
both the PES and its partial derivatives have to be smooth to
perform geometry optimization [21].

Two main deep learning architectures that are currently
adapted for molecular dynamics include: descriptor-based
models and graph neural network (GNN)-based models [29].
For descriptor based models, molecular systems are repre-
sented by descriptor vectors, and choosing descriptors is seen
as feature engineering. Once descriptors are defined they can
act as direct inputs to a feed-forward artificial neural network,
also known as a basic type neural network, for prediction of the
target molecular property. However, applications of descriptor-
based models are limited to relatively simple systems and have
limited transferability between different molecular systems,
which discourages their use for force field development. In
addition, choosing good descriptors relevant to a particular
property can be defined as a machine learning problem that
requires further studies.

http://moleculenet.ai/
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Fig. 1. Basic building blocks of a model predicting the property P ′ from the positions and atomic numbers of an atomistic system. The figure shows the (1)
Full network, (2) Interaction block, (3) Filter generating network. Adapted from ref. [20].

On the other hand, GNN-based models treat the molec-
ular system as a graph, where each particle is represented
by a vector corresponding to a graph node and two-body
interactions are modeled by the weighted edges between the
nodes. Such graphical representation of molecules naturally
captures rotational invariance for molecular systems and can
be further engineered to account for other problem-specific
requirements, namely graph convolutional neural networks [8]
and message-passing neural networks (MPNNs) [11]. In addi-
tion, approaches that learn a representation directly from atom
types and positions have also been developed such as Deep
Tensor Neural Networks (DTNNs) [18] [17], and Gradient-
domain machine learning (GDML) [6].

A. Graph Convolutional Neural Network

Given the requirements mentioned above, Graph Convolu-
tional Neural Network is seen as an active area of research
for deep learning in quantum chemistry. Graph convolutional
networks for circular fingerprint [9] and molecular graph
convolutions [15] are the works that allow the graphical repre-
sentaion of molecules of arbitrary size. For our specific work
with indole, SchNet is chosen as our deep learning architecture
due to its ability to incorporate fundamental symmetries of
atomistic systems, rotational invariance and invariance to atom
indexing. Compared to the well-known DTNN model, SchNet

adds on the continuous-filter convolution interpretation that
was not available in the interaction layers of DTNN.

B. SchNet

1) Continuous-filter convolutional layer: SchNet can be
defined as a spatial approach in GCNN which propagates
information along the node neighborhoods in the graph [25].
The key feature of SchNet that allows it to outperform
some of the previously developed models is its cfconv
layers. Similar to Dynamic Filter Networks (DFN) [5], the
function to generate filters of SchNet is modeled with a
neural network. While DFN generates weights restricted to a
grid structure, SchNet generalizes this to arbitrary positions
and number of objects.

2) Architecture: The full SchNet architecture marked (1)
in Fig. 1 first consists of initial embedding of atoms onto
RF based on their positions and atom type, where F is the
dimension of the embedding space. The embeddings for n
atoms at a layer l in our molecular system (xl1, . . . , x

l
n) with

xli ∈ RF are first initialized randomly and then gradually
optimized during training. Next comes the interaction blocks,
each of which presented in detail in (2) of Fig. 1. Interaction
blocks update the atomic embeddings that got passed through
based on the molecular geometry R = (r1, . . . , rn), or namely
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re-position our atoms in the embedding space RF . These
blocks, or layers, are built from the concept of ResNet [13],
which was tested with 101 convolutional layers on the CIFAR-
10 image dataset of daily life objects. Building the inter-
action block in such way inherits the capability of ResNet
for addressing vanishing/exploding gradients and improving
network performance with considerably increased network
depth. Inside each interaction block, there exists a cfconv
generated by a filter generating network as depicted in (3)
of Fig. 1, which is simply built-up from a stack of fully
connected, or dense layers. Each atom i will have a filter W
computed from a vector of distances from atom i to all other
atoms in our molecule. Periodic boundary conditions are also
incorporated into the filters via the cutoff value rcut. Since
SchNet embeds our molecular system onto RF , the generated
cfconv filter will then be applied on our molecular embedding
in that space.

xl+1
i =

natoms∑
j=0

xlj ◦W l(rj − ri), (2)

where W l : R3 → RF is the mapping function represented
as the filter generating network that takes (rj − ri) as input.
This use of pairwise distances serves the required rotational
invariance for our model. “ ◦ ” is the element-wise multi-
plication. Finally, after going through the interaction blocks,
the embeddings reach the atom-wise layers, which are fun-
damentally fully-connected layers that process the interaction
between atoms and further fine-tune the embedding. Property
prediction P ′ comes at the end by summing or averaging the
contributions from all the atoms.

For benchmarking the performance of SchNet, the eval-
uation was done on predicting energies for molecules in
QM9 dataset as well as energies and forces for all molecular
dynamics trajectories in MD17. A new dataset consisting of
645,000 conformations of various C7O2H10 isomers, ISO17,
was also introduced in the evaluation1.

III. MODELS AND METHODS

A. Datasets

Our dataset was generated from [10] and we extracted 2000
geometries of C8H7N from equilibrated molecular dynam-
ics simulations of indole in water. The excitation energies,
transition dipole moments, and oscillator strengths for each
geometry were calculated using the CAM-B3LYP/6-31G(d)
approach and the Gaussian software. The data was splited into
train / validation / test in 1500 / 300 / 200. We first planned
to discard the few first tens geometries to ensure geometry
stabilization in the simulation but eventually included the non-
equilibrium conformations to our dataset to add random noises,
which is suggested as a form of data augmentation [12], and
to avoid overfitting to further improve the predictive ability of
the network when perform on unseen data [22].

Fig. 2. Energy and dipole moment loss w.r.t epochs. An epoch is a pass of
the whole training set through the model for gradient update.

B. Experiment

In this project, the first step was slicing the 2000ps tra-
jectory into single geometries to produce the excited state
properties with Gausssian. The computation of the CAM-
B3LYP/6-31G(d) reference calculations were then performed
on Xeon(R) CPU E5-2670. Properties that are important to the
absorption spectra are the energies, oscillator strengths and
transition dipole moments, in which we hypothesizes using
only the first and second excited states is sufficient to obtain
a statistically converged spectrum. Next, to perform training
using the SchNet deep learning model, ASE database format
must be used [19]. Each database will include the C8H7N
Cartesian geometries and the energy, oscillator strength, and
dipole moment for each geometry. Since we chose to have a
separate SchNet model for each excited state, two databases
corresponding to S1 and S2 were prepared.

TABLE I
Different test configurations of SchNet for prediction of energies and

transition dipole moments of C8H7N compared using %MAE.

n features n gauss n interactions %MAE Energy %MAE Dipole
30 25 7 11.0 24.0
64 25 10 2.15 23.1
128 25 10 1.02 11.3
128 20 10 1.68 24.9
128 20 7 2.02 30.0
128 25 15 2.02 32.0
128 25 7 6.66 25.3

The SchNet models for both excited state S1 and S2 are
trained on the same configuration of deep learning parameters.
We tested against different neural network configurations and
saw the network architecture with 128-dimension embedding
feature space, 25 gaussians for the filter resolution, and 10
interaction blocks works best for the molecule and dataset we
have (Table I).

The loss function was customized for our specific problem
as below

LSchNet = ρenergy · Lenergy + ρdipole · Ldipole (3)

where Lenergy and Ldipole are the mean absolute error (MAE)
of the actual and predicted value for each corresponding
property. The trade-off terms ρenergy and ρdipole should be
chosen to make the loss of each property equally weighted
in the total loss function. Mean Absolute Percentage Error

1QM9, MD17 and ISO17 are publicly available at http://www.
quantum-machine.org/datasets/

http://www.quantum-machine.org/datasets/
http://www.quantum-machine.org/datasets/
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Fig. 3. Correlation graphs of energies (eV ), dipole moments (a.u.), and oscillator strengths. The graphs on the top row corresponds to the S1 excited state
and the bottom corresponds to S2.

(%MAE) of each property was calculated to assess the model’s
performance. Since oscillator strength is an intermediate vari-
able based on equation 1, we decided to train the model to
output the energy and transition dipole moment.

To determine the reasonable trade-off ratios for the two
properties in our loss function, we first started with equal
trade-offs and observed the changes in the loss for each
property in the first tens of epochs as depicted in Fig. 2. The
trade-offs of 0.1 and 0.9 were finally chosen for energy and
dipole moment respectively. To enable the model to predict
two properties, we have to define the two separate output
modules, Atomwise for energy and DipoleMoment for dipole
moment. Experiments were performed with ReLU versus
Shifted-Soft Plus (SSP) ssp(x) = ln(0.5ex + 0.5) activation
functions. Both yield relatively similar accuracy but results
showed faster training time with ReLU. However, the SSP
function allows creation of a smooth potential energy surface
and has infinite order of continuity.

The popular Adam optimizer [23], which is a combined
version of Momentum and RMSprop where past gradients
are used to calculate current gradients [16], was chosen for
updating the network weights. All deep learning training,
validation and testing were done on a Tesla T4 GPU supported
by Google Research.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Results

We normalized and plotted the ab initio reference and pre-
dicted absorption spectra to test the performance of our model.
The spectrum computed using quantum chemical calculation
shows a peak at around 5.0 eV (Fig. 4) while the predicted
one shows two peaks with the second lying around 5.2 eV .

A comparison of actual and predicted values for the energy
and dipole moment plotted on correlation graphs in Fig. 3

Fig. 4. Predicted absorption spectrum and comparison with reference spec-
trum. Spectra were produced from energies and oscillator strengths convoluted
with Lorentzian functions.

TABLE II
The %MAE of energy and dipole moment for our best model

States %MAE Energy %MAE Dipole
S1 1.343 11.618
S2 0.844 20.944

shows promising results since we have the slope of the line-
of-best-fit close to 1. We further computed the corresponding
graphs for oscillator strengths of excited states S1 and S2

and observed the two oscillator strengths cluster more in
the 0.02 to 0.10 range. Our experiment also showed a good
comparison in computation time for the two methods. Training
for 3000 epochs for each deep learning model, without early
stopping, takes 50 min and testing takes 2 min while the
quantum calculations for 2000 geometries with Gaussian costs
approximately 4320 minutes (3 days).

For our experiment setup, compared with previous works
in [20] [26], our custom SchNet model requires up to 10
interaction blocks possibly due to the added complexity of
our molecule, which shows the scalability of SchNet.
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Fig. 5. Spectra generated from experiment and other MD methods. Adapted
from ref. [1].

B. Limitations

On the chemical molecular dynamics side, we further com-
pare our produced spectra with the spectra from experiment
and other molecular dynamics method. Experiment (Fig. 5)
shows two peaks at around 4.4 eV and 4.6 eV . The fact
our predicted result diverges from this can be credited to
the training set that peaks at 5.0 eV generated from the
CAM-B3LYP/6-31G(d) method, which is not as good as the
methods shown in Figure 5. The structure of the spectrum is
also not reproduced because of the CAM-B3LYP limitations.
Interestingly, the predicted spectrum has more structure than
the original. One also wants to note that spectra generated
from energy and oscillator strength or transition dipole cannot
tell which mode of vibration is responsible for the additional
peaks/shoulders of the spectra.

On the deep learning side, with the %MAE values obtained
above, we recommend that more data is needed for the training
of our model. Also, one direct consequence of the embedding
technique used in SchNet is it disregards any information
about the environment around the atoms. If water molecules
were to be added in the prediction, a separate sub-network
for the waters has to be added. In addition, the cfconv that
exists for SchNet only uses shallow isotropic gaussian kernels
to represent the weights. There exists a Deep Parametric
Continuous Convolutional Neural Networks tested on Stanford
large-scale 3D indoor scene dataset [2] that uses expressive
deep networks to parameterize the continuous filters, which
can be the scope for further studies [25].

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this work we performed experimental work on the
predictive capabilities of SchNet on a larger molecule outside
of the QM9 and MD17 datasets. By fixing the loss function
to account for the training of both excited state energies
and transition dipole moment for the S1 and S2 states, and
adjusting hyper-parameters of the GCNN SchNet architecture,
we obtained a predicted spectrum much closely aligned with
the one generated with quantum calculations. The core GCNN
of SchNet is fundamental to account for both rotational
invariance and symmetry required for deep learning in excited

state processes. Our work demonstrated a step closer to deep
learning in computational chemistry and advancing research
in photo-excited states processes in biology, chemistry and
the medical industry. While results for our experiment of
SchNet in indole showed promises, future outlook involves the
careful re-design of suitable neural network architectures to
model quantum interactions especially in molecules of larger
sizes and complexity, and even in liquid phase environments,
as well as doing prediction via training on molecule with
resembling structures to support efforts towards transferability
in the excited states.

CODE AVAILABILITY

Currently all codes are held private under the Matsika’s lab.
Please contact the authors for potential access.
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